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Maharashtra AAR: Mutuality principle inapplicable to Rotary Club’s activities after 

retrospective amendment in Section 7. 

Maharashtra AAR holds that activity of Rotary Club i.e. collecting contributions and spending towards 

meeting and administrative expenses, is liable to GST as “after the retrospective amendment ….there 

remains no doubt that the activities involved are nothing but ‘supply’ as defined under the Act”; Moreover, 

observes that contributions from the members in the Administration Account, recovered for expending the 

same for weekly and other meetings and other petty administrative expenses incurred including the 

expenses for location and light refreshments, amounts to supply; Notes that Rotary Clubs and Rotary 

Districts consists of an association of persons, who undertake certain social activities and Applicant 

collects fees from its members for administration purposes as well as for facilitation of meetings of its 

members thus, the activities are carried out from amounts received as charity from its members; On perusal 

of the amended Section 7 pertaining to supply, determines that that Applicant society and its members are 

‘distinct persons’ and fees received by Applicant, from its members is nothing but consideration received 

for supply of goods/services as a separate entity; Lays down in specific terms that “There is no list or limit 

or any restriction prescribed in this respect in this amendment….fees/donation/subscription/amount (by 

whatever name called), collected by the applicant, is nothing but the “consideration” for the such “supply” 

and is covered by the scope of the term “business””; Also, appends that principles of mutuality is 

inapplicable after the amendment made vide Budget 2021 explicating that while the Applicant has claimed 

that this position does not change after the amendment but failed to explain the said proposition of law; 

Refers to Section 2(102) which defines ‘services’ to mean anything other than goods, money and securities 

but includes activities relating to use of money or its conversion by cash or by any other mode, from one 

form, currency or denomination to another from, currency or denomination for which a separate 

consideration is charged and explains that activities performed by Applicant for welfare of its members 

comes under service; In conclusion, derives that member and club are two distinct persons  as per amended 

definition of supply and hence, any activities and transactions between them will be supply between 

separate persons and thus, amounts collected as membership subscription and admission fees from 

members is liable to GST as supply of services; Dismisses reliance placed by Applicant upon AAAR 

ruling in case of Rotary Club of Mumbai Queens Necklace and Rotary Clubs of Mumbai Nariman Point, 

mentions that “said order was passed prior to the aforementioned amendment to Section 7 … 

 

 

 

 


